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What Is to Be Gained by Train
Stop or Train Control?

I N considering the automatic control of trains, the
questions of intermittent or continuous control, the

advisability of cab signals, etc., have by no means been
answered. For example, among the 45 roads on which
the first order of the Interstate. Commerce Commission
is effective, the intermittent train stop is used by 2S
roads, and the continuous train stop by 8 roads, while
train control, in which the speed is held to either two
or three limits, is used on 10 roads. Furthermore, on
45 roads, continuous cab signals are in use on 18 in
stallations. Two of these 18 roads have eliminated the
intermediate wayside automatic signals, and one roadJ
has eliminated all signals except those at interlockings..
\Vhen making the installations required under the sec
ond order, two roads, the Louisville & Nashville and
the Central of New Jersey, used the continuous stop
rather than the train control, while the other roads af
fected by the second order used the same systems as
under the first order.

In other words, there are two lines of thought on
each of these questions. One school with the inter
mittent devices considers that an automatic brake ap
plication operating as a check on the danger indication
of the existing wayside signals is sufficient and pro
vides an advantage in the direction of safety without
reducing the efficient methods of train operation as·
directed by signal indications. On the other hand,
another school believes that such a procedure secure!>
no added capacity for the road and that continuous
cab signals without intermediate wayside signals offer
the most desirable ahd efficient system from the stand-
point of increasing track capacity and safety of train
operation.

The wide diversity of opinion among experts in the
signaling field demonstrates the complexity of the
problem at present. However, the fact that similar
systems are being used under different conditions of
speed, traffic density and grades, will make it possible
to arrive at more definite conclusions relative to the
desirability of train stop or train control, intermittent
or continuous; and cab or wayside signals will be pos
sible after reasonable service of the installations now
in operation or approaching completion. It is to be de
sired that these installations be watched intensively for
results and improvements for several years before fur
ther extensions are required.
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Modem Lubrication
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COI1lll1g of i'lterlocking and signaling,du~ing the last

ali centm the same method of luI ncatlOn has been
followed. "

It is quite true that oil has its place in the systems of
lubrication, but for beanngs operated at comparatively
low <peeds, as fOl' example the crank> in tht. pipe line
of an interlocking, or the shaft for a ,emaphor~. it has
been demonstrated that grease serves as a satisfactory
lubricant, and i, not only retained ;n the bcaring- but
also serve to keep out water, d'l .;and and o'he'
lOreign substances.

TI- ~ advantages of using grease for thc lubrication of
spring shackles, brake shafts, wheel .;haft bearings. and
similar contact surfaces was recognized earl} in the
development of automobiles, and grease ClipS were
installed for this purpose for years. The possibility
of using grease for certain parts of signal and interlock
ing equipment was recognized also, as for example for
semaphore shaft bearings, which in some cases were
equipped with plugs in holes, portable gTeasc guns being
used to lubricate such bearings once or twice a year.
Grease cups were supplied to signal anel interlocking
equipment to a limited extent only, becau.;e of the ex
pense for such a cup for e"ery pin a' a mechanical
in'crlocking.
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